**Abstract**

Reuse of health data for epidemiological and health services research have enormous benefits for individuals and society. However, patients’ and health institutions’ privacy concerns. Yet, the commonly used de-identification and consent-based privacy-preserving methods have limitations.

In this paper we described three generic requirements for privacy-preserving statistical computing on distributed health data. Then, we described building blocks for implementation on horizontally partitioned data.

For each research project, a set of participant health institutions locally store data extracts for the researchers’ criteria. The data across the institutions collectively make the project data, which we refer to as virtual dataset.

We decomposed count, mean, standard deviation, variance, covariance, and Pearson’s r into summation forms and described as an abstract computation graph, where sub-computations are nodes. Generic APIs that can be invoked at runtime to execute a node against a virtual dataset are defined. Then we described a proof of concept implementation called Emnet.

Emnet demonstrates that horizontally partitioned data reuse can be possible while preserving patients’ and institutions’ privacy. More statistical analyses can easily be included into Emnet as far as they can be decomposed into summation forms.
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**Introduction**

The increasing use of electronic health record systems led to collection of a large amount of electronic health data at health institutions. In Norway, electronic health record (EHR) was first introduced in the late 1970s and now the usage has expanded to all GPs [1,2]. Reuse of health data collected for patient treatments have a huge potential for individuals and society through epidemiological and health services research including comparative effectiveness research, population-based surveillance, treatment safety, quality assurance [3,4]

However, misuse of data released for research could harm individuals and health institutions. Therefore, the privacy concerns remain to be the main challenges that have limited wide reuse of health data. Several jurisdictional, national and international ethical and legal regulations [5–8] have been passed to protect individual’s privacy while enabling data reuse for research. In general, most regulations including the Norwegian Health Research Act [9] allow reuse of personal identifying data through informed consent and de-identified data without consent. In addition, a research ethics committee (e.g. REK in Norway) could allow reuse of personal identifying data without consent under certain conditions.

Informed consent could result in data bias due to demographic differences between consenters and non-consenters [5–8]. In addition, the time and cost requirements are often not feasible for large studies [10]. Data de-identification is a very important method for privacy protection. However, it is often challenged between minimizing probability of re-identification and increasing data utility [11]. In addition, these techniques do not protect the privacy of the health institutions, which is also considered a factor that limits data reuse [12,13].

The data available in one institution may not give sufficient statistical power, especially for rare diseases where there are only few cases at individual institution. In addition, it may not be diverse enough to address population heterogeneity. Population-based surveillances require data from multiple institutions that cover broad geographical area. Therefore, the data required for epidemiological and health services research is often distributed across multiple institutions.

Secure multi-party computation (SMC) techniques deals with the problem of a set of health institutions \( H = \{H_1, H_2, \ldots, H_m\} \) who wish to jointly compute on their private data, while ensuring security properties, such as data privacy and correctness of output. These techniques only reveal computation results at the end of a computation [14]. As a result, both individuals’ and health institutions’ privacy can be protected.

Various statistical query tools and distributed research networks such as S AffyNET [15], EHR4CR [16], SHRINE [17], PopMedNet [18], and SCANNER [19] have implemented statistical analyses on data distributed across multiple health institutions. These tools, except SCANNER, only support statistical count. In addition, they do not protect the privacy of the health institutions, as individual institution level count is disclosed. In contrast, SCANNER supports more statistical analyses and has implemented computation techniques that release aggregated statistics of multiple institutions’ data, which also protects individual institutions privacy.

In this paper we described a framework for privacy-preserving computing on distributed health data using SMC techniques, and its implementation called Emnet. Emnet enables statistical
analyses on data horizontally partitioned across multiple health institutions’ EHRs. Currently, commonly used statistical analyses are implemented including count, mean, standard deviation, variance, covariance, and Pearson’s r. However, the framework enables to easily add statistical analyses that can be decomposed into summation forms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Materials and Methods section describes the privacy requirements, building blocks of Emnet, and the Result section describes the design and implementation of Emnet and an experiment performed. The Discussion section discusses the main results of the implementation, and strength and limitation of the work presented in the paper.

Materials and Methods

In this section we have described the privacy requirements, and building blocks of the framework, which is divided into data preparation and statistical analyses.

Requirements for privacy preserving computing

We have formulated three requirements for privacy-preserving statistical analyses on data distributed across multiple institutions:

1. Any entity should not learn a combined statistics of $< k$ number of institutions data. To protect the privacy of both individuals and health institutions, a computation should not reveal individuals’ information and statistics on a single institution’s data. Therefore, information revealed during a computation contains aggregate of individuals’ data from $\geq k$ number of health institutions. The value of $k$ depends on the privacy requirements of the health institutions.

2. Semi-honest trust model. Health institutions can be trusted to follow SMC protocols with their true data. However, no institution should be able to learn private information about individuals and health institutions from the messages exchanged during a computation.

3. Must not depend on trusted third party. No third party should be trusted to collect personal identifying sensitive data from health institutions. However, semi-trusted third party (STTP) could be used in a computation to improve computation efficiency and coordination. The STTP is only trusted not to collude with health institutions and follows SMC protocols. The STTP role can be given to the Norwegian Institute of Public Health or any other public authority.

Virtual dataset

As specified in the above requirements, a tool cannot use a trusted third party that collects the data required for a given research project. Therefore, each institution executes a project data query that contains inclusion and exclusion criteria, and the required data extracts. Then, data extracts are locally stored in a separate database. The data sets at all institutions collectively make the data required for the research project. A unique project_id is assigned to virtual datasets to correctly identify during analyses. Since the data are not stored in a central repository, we refer to these data sets as virtual dataset.

The focus of this paper is on horizontally partitioned data, therefore, each institution independently execute data query. However, for vertically partitioned data, virtual dataset creation requires record linkage techniques [20] to identify eligible patients and extract required data sets. Even when the data are horizontally partitioned, patients at the health institutions might not be mutually exclusive, especially when the health institutions are in geographically close area. For example, in Norway, residents can change their GP twice a year. As a result, an individual’s data could be available at multiple GPs. Thus, virtual dataset creation on horizontally partitioned data also might require record linkage in order to identify and remove duplicate records. Duplicate detection is outside the scope of this paper.

OpenEHR is open standard specifications for EHR that enable to attain semantic interoperability. DIPS ASA\(^1\), an EHR vendor that covers 70% of Norwegian hospital EHR market, is implementing openEHR based EHR. Norwegian ICT also deployed a Clinical Knowledge Manager (CKM)\(^2\) registry for archetypes management and governance. Therefore, we assume that there is a drive towards wide use of openEHR archetype based EHRs in the health institutions.

Archetype Query Language (AQL) is the language developed to perform queries on openEHR based EHRs. It is neutral to specific implementation of EHRs, as far as the EHRs are based on openEHR specifications. Therefore, following our assumption of openEHR based EHRs across the health institutions, we have used AQL as a language to specify research projects’ data query in the virtual dataset creation.

In this paper, we have implemented Emnet using an openEHR repository called Think!EHR\(^3\). Think!EHR is Java implementation of the latest openEHR specification. We persist openEHR compatible EHR extracts into the platform and execute queries specified using AQL.

Secure summation protocol

Yao introduced SMC in 1982 and since then it has been widely studied [21]. However, until the last decade practical implementation has been missing due to lack of efficient protocols. Specialized protocols (i.e. secure summation [22–24], and secure scalar product [25]) are designed to achieve better efficiency by utilizing specific properties of a computation. Protocols using generic techniques (i.e. garbled circuit [26], Homomorphic encryption [27,28], and secret sharing [29]) are also improving. Therefore, practical implementation of SMC tools are starting to appear [30].

SMC protocols are designed to provide security guarantee against a specific adversarial model (i.e. semi-honest, covert, or malicious adversary). Complex techniques are used to ensure stronger security guarantee (covert and malicious adversary), often at the cost of computation efficiency [31]. Therefore, protocols secure against semi-honest adversary are more efficient and scalable, and sufficient for joint computation between health institutions, as we assume health institutions can be trusted to follow an SMC protocol.

Secure summation is one of the most commonly studied protocol and a building block for several secure computations [32]. Secure summation protocols are designed using different techniques, such as secret sharing [33,34], Homomorphic encryption [35], and adding random number on a private value. Two random number based protocols that are secure against semi-honest adversary are presented below.

\(^1\) https://www.dips.no/
\(^2\) http://arketyper.no/ckm/
\(^3\) http://www.marand-think.com/
Simple Secure sum

Simple secure sum protocols are implemented based on adding random number on a private value before sending to another institution [24,36]. A coordinator sends a random number \( R \) to the first node. The first node adds its private value \( S_1 \) on \( R \) and passes the result \( R + S_1 \) to the second node. The second node does the same and passes the result \( R + S_1 + S_2 \) to the third node. Finally, the coordinator subtracts \( R \) from the value received from the last node \( R + S_1 + S_2 + \ldots + S_n \) to find the true sum of the private values \( S_1 + S_2 + \ldots + S_n \).

The protocol is efficient because it: (1) uses a simple technique; (2) only require equal number of communication as the number of nodes; and (3) has linear increase in number of communications with increase in number of nodes. However, the protocol does not ensure privacy, if node \( i \) and \( i + 2 \) collude to find a private value of node \( i + 1 \). Ensuring privacy against colluding nodes is a common challenge [33].

SINE (Secured Intermediate Information Exchange)

Shuwang et al. [37] implemented a random number based protocol with a better collusion resistance. A coordinator sends a random number \( R_c \) to the first node. The first node adds its own random number \( R_1 \) on \( R_c \) and passes the result \( R_1 + R_c \) to the second node. The second node does the same and sends the result \( R_2 + R_1 + R_2 \) to the third node. Finally, the coordinator subtracts \( R_c \) from the value received from the last node \( R_n + R_{n-1} + \ldots + R_2 + R_1 \) to find the sum of the random numbers \( R_1 + R_2 + \ldots + R_n \). Subsequently, all nodes send the sum of their private value and their random number \( (R_1 + S_1, R_2 + S_2, \ldots, R_n + S_n) \) to the coordinator. To find the sum of private values, the coordinator sums together these values and subtracts the sum of random numbers \( ((R_1 + R_2 + \ldots + R_n) + (S_1 + S_2 + S_n)) - (R_1 + R_2 + \ldots + R_n) \).

The SINE protocol only reveals the sum of all institutions’ private value. The protocol provides security guarantee even when \( n - 1 \) nodes, other than the coordinator, collude with each other. However, if a coordinator collude with node \( i + 1 \), it is possible to learn private information of institution \( i \). For example, if the coordinator receives \( R_1 + R_1 \) from node 2, it is possible to calculate \( S_1 \) from \( R_1 + S_1 \) received from node 1. Therefore, unless the coordinator colludes with other nodes, the protocol remains secure. The protocol only trusts that the coordinator follows the protocol and don’t collude with other nodes.

In the simple secure sum protocol, collusion of any two \( (i \) and \( i + 2) \) nodes enables to learn private information of node \( i + 1 \). However, in the SINE protocol, the collusion should be between the coordinator and another node. We argue that it is easier to keep one node (the coordinator) secure from outside adversary, therefore, the protocol have stronger security guarantee. This is achieved at the cost of increased number of communications \( (2n - 1) \) and arithmetic additions. In general, choice of a secure protocol requires a balance between the required security guarantee and computation efficiency.

As a result, in this paper, we chose the SINE protocol for our implementation of privacy preserving distributed computing tool as it satisfies our requirements described above. And the coordinator in the protocol is designated as STTP in the requirements.

Computation graph

A large number of linear and non-linear statistical analyses can be decomposed into sub-computations of summation form [38]. Therefore, each sub-computation can be computed with subset of the available data and the results can be sum together to find the overall result. This makes sub-computations suitable to be parallelized [39–41].

In this subsection, we have described decomposition of count, mean, variance, standard deviation, covariance, and Pearson’s r, and how the decomposed statistical analyses can be computed in a privacy-preserving manner.

Let us assume three health institutions \( \{H_1, H_2, H_3\} \) have horizontally partitioned data where each health institution has data of a unique set of patients that satisfied an inclusion and exclusion criteria. Let us further assume that the patients’ ids at each institution are in the range of \([1, i], [i + 1, n] \), and \([n + 1, m] \) (where \( i > 0, n > i \) and \( m > n \) ) respectively. The values of variables \( x \) and \( y \) are required for analyses.

Abstract computation graph

The statistical analyses chosen in this paper depend on one another: (1) \( mean(x) \) depends on \( sum(x) \) and \( count \); (2) \( variance(x) \) depends on \( mean(x) \); (3) \( covariance(x,y) \) depends on \( mean(x) \) and \( y \); and (4) Pearson’s \( r \) of \( x \) and \( y \) depends on \( covariance(x,y) \) and \( variance(x,y) \). These dependencies are described as abstract computation graph shown in Figure 1. In the computation graph, the nodes represent statistical computations and the edges point to the direction of dependency between nodes. The dependency indicates that a node can be computed after computation of all the lower nodes that it depends on. For example, variance can be computed after summation and count.

As shown in Figure 1, there are two types of computations, such as secure and public computations. Computations that are in a box should be securely computed on individuals’ data; and computations outside a box can be computed anywhere since they are based on only lower level nodes’ results. Note that computation results of the nodes are considered as non-sensitive information.

![Computation graph](image)

The arrows point to the direction of dependency.

**Figure 1 – Computation graph of summation, count, variance, covariance, and Pearson’s r.**

The abstract computation graph does not have concrete information, such as where the input data are, and how the computation on each node is executed. How each analysis can be securely computed is described in the following subsection.
Concrete computation graph

Summation is the smallest statistical analysis; and other statistical analyses will be developed based on it. Summation of patients’ values of \( x \) is shown in equation 1a. It can be expressed as equation 1b, where each institution locally sums their patients’ values of \( x_j \) and then the local summation results of all institutions will be added together to find the total sum. The summation result from individual institution contains aggregate of its patients’ data. Therefore, releasing it will not risk individuals’ privacy. However, it can be considered private information of the health institution. Institutions privacy concerns can be avoided by using secure summation techniques that enable joint summation between institutions on their local summation results and only reveal the total summation result.

\[
\text{sum}(x) = \sum x_j \quad (1a)
\]

\[
\text{sum}(x) = \sum_{j=1}^n x_j + \sum_{j=n+1}^m x_j + \sum_{j=m+1}^n x_j \quad (1b)
\]

Therefore, the summation is divided into local computation and secure joint computation. Summation of individual level value is moved to where the data are located and can be computed much more efficiently. In contrast, since secure computations are more resource demanding, they are only used to aggregate local summation results.

A total count of eligible patients is a secure computation that is calculated from the sum of eligible patients in each institution. As shown in equation 2, each institution counts their local patients and then the local counts from all institutions are summed together using secure summation protocol.

\[
\text{count} = \text{count}(H_1) + \text{count}(H_2) + \text{count}(H_3) \quad (2)
\]

As shown in equation 3, mean of \( x \) is a public computation that is calculated from sum(\( x \)) and count results.

\[
\text{mean}(x) = \frac{\text{sum}(x)}{\text{count}} \quad (3)
\]

Variance of \( x \) is a secure computation that is calculated from individuals’ value of \( x_j \) and mean of \( x \), as shown in equation 4a. Variance of an individual patient’s value \( x_k \) is expressed in equation 4b. Variance can be expressed in equation 4c by substituting equation 4b into 4a, which becomes a summation problem and can be calculated in the same manner as the summation in equation 1a.

\[
\text{var}(x) = \frac{1}{\text{count}} \sum (x_j - \text{mean}(x))^2 \quad (4a)
\]

\[
\text{var}(x_k) = \frac{1}{\text{count}} (x_k - \text{mean}(x))^2 \quad (4b)
\]

\[
\text{var}(x) = \sum \text{var}(x_j) \quad (4c)
\]

A shown in equation 4d, standard deviation of \( x \) is a public computation that is calculated from variance of \( x \) result.

\[
\text{sdv}(x) = \sqrt{\text{var}(x)} \quad (4d)
\]

Covariance of \( x \) and \( y \) is a secure computation that is calculated from individuals’ value of \( x_j \) and \( y_j \), and mean of \( x \) and \( y \), as shown in equation 5a. Covariance of an individual patient’s values of \( x_k \) and \( y_k \) is expressed in equation 5b. Covariance can be expressed in equation 5c by substituting equation 5b into 5a, which becomes a summation problem and can be calculated the same as the summation in equation 1a.

\[
\text{covar}(x, y) = \frac{1}{\text{count}} \sum (x_j - \text{mean}(x))(y_j - \text{mean}(y)) \quad (5a)
\]

\[
\text{covar}(x_k, y_k) = \frac{1}{\text{count}} (x_k - \text{mean}(x))(y_k - \text{mean}(y)) \quad (5b)
\]

\[
\text{covar}(x, y) = \sum \text{covar}(x_j, y_j) \quad (5c)
\]

Pearson’s \( r \) of \( x \) and \( y \) is a public computation that is calculated using covariance and variance values, as shown in equation 6a. Substituting covariance and variance equations (4a and 5a) into equation 6a, Pearson’s \( r \) will be simplified to equation 6b.

\[
\text{r}(x, y) = \frac{\sum (x_j - \text{mean}(x))(y_j - \text{mean}(y))}{\sqrt{\sum (x_j - \text{mean}(x))^2 \sum (y_j - \text{mean}(y))^2}} \quad (6a)
\]

\[
\text{r}(x, y) = \frac{\text{covar}(x, y)}{\sqrt{\text{var}(x) \text{var}(y)}} \quad (6b)
\]

The abstract computation graph shown in Figure 1 has a high level of abstraction and does not contain concrete computation details. It should be mapped to concrete computation graph for privacy preserving computing on a distributed data. Based on the discussions above, we have defined generic Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for mapping from abstract to concrete computation graph at runtime. The APIs support the operations shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations and parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LocalCompute (project_id, equation, input_values, variables, result_id)</td>
<td>Locally executes an equation on individual patients’ data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SecureSum (project_id, protocol, addresses, result_id)</td>
<td>Jointly run secure summation protocol on the results of LocalCompute()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PublicCompute (project_id, equation, input Values, variables)</td>
<td>Locally executes an equation on results of lower branch nodes on the graph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we have discussed above, execution of the secure computations on the abstract computation graph contain local and joint secure computations. Therefore, we have defined an API, called SecureComp API. Secure API includes two operations, such as LocalCompute() and SecureSum(). Each secure computation node on the graph is mapped to consecutive execution of these operations. Since the secure computations are on private data, the API will be implemented at the health institutions.

1. LocalCompute (project_id, equation, input_values, variables, result_id):
   - project_id is the id for a project that identify the virtual dataset on which the computation run; equation is name of the equation to be computed; variables are names of the variables to be computed on; input_values are results of lower level statistical analyses on the graph that the equation depends; and result_id is a unique id that will be assigned to the execution result. For example, to calculate variance of \( x \), the equation is \( \text{var}(x) \), input_values is value of mean of \( x \), variables is \( x \), and the result_id is a unique id.

2. SecureSum (project_id, protocol, addresses, result_id):
   - project_id is the id for a project that identify the virtual dataset on which the computation run; protocol is name of a secure computation protocol to be used; addresses are addresses of peer health institutions that jointly compute the protocol; and result_id is a unique id for LocalCompute() results that are jointly sum together. For example, to calculate variance of \( x \), addresses are lists of addresses of \( [H_1,H_2,H_3] \), protocol...
is SINE secure summation protocol, and result_id is the same id assigned during execution of LocalCompute().

As we have discussed above, execution of the public computations on the abstract computation graph are computed using only lower level nodes’ computation results as input, that are not sensitive. Therefore, these computation can be computed either at the health institutions, STTP or client application, where the inputs are available. Therefore, we have defined an API called PublicComp API that includes PublicCompute() operation.

3. `PublicCompute(project_id, equation, input_values, variables)`: `equation` is name of the statistical analysis to be computed; `input_values` are results of lower level statistical analyses on the graph that the `equation` depends; `project_id` is an id that enable to identify the `input_values` of a project; `variables` are names of the variables to be computed on. For example, to calculate mean of x, `equation` is `mean`, `variables` contain x and `input_values` are `sum(x)` and `count` values.

Results

Design and Implementation

This section describes the design and proof of concept implementation of Emnet using the framework described above. Figure 2 shows main components of the tool.

Client – The Client is a web client application interface into Emnet and enables to specify a research project’s data query, and statistical function and variables. It implemented the abstract computation graph and the Public API.

STTP – The STTP is a Java application gateway between the Client application and the health institutions, and it coordinates the overall executions. It implemented abstract computation graph, secure summation protocol and the Public API.

Worker agent – The Worker agent is a Java application that will be deployed at each health institution. It implemented secure summation protocols and the Secure API.

Emnet supports data preparation (Virtual dataset creation) and statistical analyses phases that are often required by research projects.

Virtual dataset creation – a researcher specifies a data query on the Client application using the interface shown in Figure 3. The Client transforms into AQL and submits the query to the STTP who broadcasts it to each Worker agent. The Worker agents execute the AQL query against local openEHR and store the results locally in a MySQL database. Then, Worker agents reply the status of the query to STTP. The STTP executes descriptive statistics (currently only count of eligible patients) on the virtual dataset and returns results to the Client application.

Statistical analyses – similar to traditional statistical analyses tools, such as R\(^4\) and SPSS\(^5\), the user can specify the statistical function and variables on the Client application using the interface shown in Figure 4. If the requested statistical function is a public computation, for example mean of x, and if the lower branch of the abstract computation graph, such as count and `sum(x)` are already calculated, the Client calls the public computation API. Otherwise the Client application submits the request to the STTP. STTP maps the required nodes on the abstract computation graph into concrete computation, by calling either the local Public API or Secure API at the Worker agents. The Worker agents execute the API calls on the local database. Finally, STTP returns the results to the Client.

---

4 http://www.r-project.org/

5 http://www.spss.co.in/
**Communication technology**

In this section the technology used for communication between the different components of the architecture is described. Emnet is part of the Snow project, which is a distributed health data processing infrastructure deployed at multiple health institutions and labs in Norway [42]. The system implemented message-oriented communication using the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [43]. The choice of the XMPP is due to the following reasons.

All healthcare service providers (i.e. GPs and hospitals) in Norway are connected via Norwegian Health Network, which is aimed to enable secure electronic communication between health institutions. The local networks of health institutions are considered more secure. Therefore, an institution should initiate all communications requests. The Snow system [40] has several software agents running at the health institution. Thus, each agent needs to have its own address to receive requests sent to it.

XMPP technology is based on client/server architecture, similar to the SMTP protocol, where clients are interconnected through relaying servers. Therefore, each component contains an XMPP client identified by Jabber Id (JID) for communication. Each client authenticates using signed certificate and connects to the server, and the connection lasts long. Therefore, a client has address and connections are initiated from the health provider. In addition, XMPP enables point-to-point (i.e. between STTP and Worker agents, between Worker agents, and between Client and STTP), and multi-user (i.e. STTP broadcasts to Worker agents) messaging. In this paper, XMPP clients of the Worker agent and STTP are implemented using Smack library and on the Client web application Strophe library is used. Openfire server is used as XMPP server.

XMPP is a simple protocol that communicates over TCP sockets using XML messages. In addition, we have designed an XML message protocol that defines virtual dataset and statistical analysis requests and responses. The XML messages are sent inside XMPP XML message stanza.

**Experiment**

An experiment has been done based on a use case scenario designed to compute the correlation between human body temperature and body mass index. First, the two necessary archetypes, Body Mass Index and Body Temperature, were selected from Norwegian CKM and a template containing these archetypes was designed. Then, we prepared test openEHR data sets using the template and a virtual environment that simulates the real working environment with three distributed EHRs. On this virtual environment, we computed Mean, Variance, Standard Deviation, Covariance and finally Pearson’s $r$ (correlation) of Body Mass Index and Body Temperature.

**Discussion**

We have described a generic framework and implementation of Emnet for computing on horizontally partitioned distributed health data. The developed framework satisfies the three privacy requirements we defined to preserve the privacy of both individuals and health institutions. In addition, it enables institutions to maintain strong control over who compute, what analyses, and on what data. However, access control is outside the scope of this paper.

Currently, Emnet implements count, mean, standard deviation, variance, covariance, and Pearson’s $r$. It can easily be extended to include more statistical analyses as far as they can be decomposed into summation form.

The building blocks for the framework can be divided into data preparation and statistical analyses phases. For each research project, health institutions locally store data extracts for criteria specified by the researchers. These data extracts across the institutions collectively make the project data, which we refer as virtual dataset. Since a common data model is required across the health institutions, we make an assumption that the health institutions have openEHR-based health record systems.

We decomposed the statistical equations into sub-computations of summation form and created dependencies between them. We expressed these dependencies as an abstract computation graph, where each node represents a sub-computation. In order to execute a statistical analysis against a virtual dataset, all the lower level nodes should be executed first. We have described how the nodes can be executed using simple arithmetic and/or secure summation protocol. Then, we created an abstraction using APIs that can be invoked at runtime to execute a node on the abstract computation graph.

Comparison of Emnet’s computation efficiency with traditional statistical analyses tools such as R and SPSS, where the data are centrally stored, is invaluable. Evaluation of the computation efficiency will be a future work. However, we hypothesize that Emnet is efficient, because (1) computations that require individual patients data are computed locally and all health institutions compute in parallel; and (2) only aggregations of local results are computed using simple secure summation protocol.

In general, as the number of participating health institutions increases, efficiency of statistical analyses might decrease. However, in [44] we have described a technique to maintain constant efficiency independent of the number of participants. As a result, Emnet can be scalable. Implementation of the technique into the tool will be a future work.

Despite the benefits of health data reuse, quality of data and their suitability for research is a concern [45]. The main benefit of the virtual dataset is that it enables to do either clerical review or run computer programs to improve the data quality without modifying the original data. In addition, it supports to store pre-processing and intermediate results of statistical analyses.

In contrast to de-identification [11], the technique presented in the paper preserves privacy without modifying or removing data variables. As a result, the quality of research data is not affected due to the privacy-preserving computation.

Both the public [46] and healthcare professionals [47,48] demonstrated positive view towards reuse of health data for research as long as the privacy and other concerns are addressed. Emnet could increase health institutions’ and patients’ willingness for reuse of their data for research. As a result, enormous benefits of health data reuse can be unlocked.

---

6 The Snow system client application is available at [http://snow.telemed.no/](http://snow.telemed.no/)

7 [https://www.nhn.no/english/Pages/about.aspx](https://www.nhn.no/english/Pages/about.aspx)
In general, Emnet will increase researchers’ access to health data with the following added benefits, (1) better privacy, (2) quality of data; and (3) minimized time and cost to collect data. More health research enables to improve effectiveness, efficiency and quality of care. Consequently, the public will benefit.

The framework described in this paper can be applied for any domain outside health, where there is a need for joint computation on private data while maintaining privacy. In addition, it is light weighted for implementation on small devices, such as smart phones to jointly compute on apps’ data of a set of individuals.
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